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Abstract—A comprehensive statistical model is described for ul-
trawideband (UWB) propagation channels that is valid for a fre-
quency range from 3–10 GHz. It is based on measurements and
simulations in the following environments: residential indoor, of-
fice indoor, builtup outdoor, industrial indoor, farm environments,
and body area networks. The model is independent of the used an-
tennas. It includes the frequency dependence of the path gain as
well as several generalizations of the Saleh–Valenzuela model, like
mixed Poisson times of arrival and delay-dependent cluster decay
constants. A separate model is specified for the frequency range
below 1 GHz. The model can thus be used for realistic performance
assessment of UWB systems. It was accepted by the IEEE 802.15.4a
Task Group as standard model for evaluation of UWB system pro-
posals. This paper also presents a critical assessment of the applica-
bility of the model and possible generalizations and improvements.

Index Terms—Delay dispersion, statistical channel model, ultra-
wideband (UWB), wireless propagation.

I. INTRODUCTION

ULTRAWIDEBAND (UWB) communications systems
are commonly defined as systems that have either more

than 20% relative bandwidth or more than 500 MHz absolute
bandwidth. UWB communications originally started with the
spark-gap transmitter of Hertz and Marconi. However, it was
not until the 1990s that the interest was renewed. The pio-
neering work in [1]–[6] developed the concept of time-hopping
impulse radio systems. In 2002, the frequency regulator in the
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United States allowed unlicensed UWB transmission (subject
to the fulfillment of spectral masks), and other countries are
expected to follow suit. This gave rise to a large volume of the-
oretical as well as practical work on system designs using UWB
signaling (see, for example, [7]–[9] for a general overview,
[10]–[13] for impulse radio, [14] for frequency-hopping or-
thogonal frequency-division multiplexing system, and [15] for
direct-sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) systems).

The large bandwidth of UWB systems leads to several impor-
tant advantages, including:

• low interference to and from other systems;
• low sensitivity to fading [16]–[18];
• accurate position location and ranging due to the fine time

resolution [19];
• possible easier material penetration.
One of the most promising applications for UWB are sensor

networks, where a large number of sensor nodes communicate
among each other, and with central nodes, with high reliability
[20]. The data rates for those applications are typically low ( 1
Mbit/s), and the good ranging and geolocation capabilities of
UWB are particularly useful. Recognizing these developments,
the IEEE has established the standardization group 802.15.4a,
which is currently in the process of developing a standard for
these applications.

The ultimate performance limits of a communications
systems, as well as the performance of practical systems,
are determined by the channel it operates in [21]. Realistic
channel models are thus of utmost importance for system
design and testing. However, UWB propagation channels show
fundamental differences from conventional (narrow-band)
propagation in many respects [22]–[24], so that the established
(narrow-band) channel models [25] cannot be used; this has a
significant impact on system design [26]–[28]. A number of
UWB channel models have been proposed in the past: [29]
suggested a model for the frequency range below 1 GHz. The
IEEE 802.15.3a group developed a channel model [30] that
is valid from 3 to 10 GHz but is designed only for indoor
residential and office environments, and the distance between
transmitter and receiver is restricted to 10 m. A considerable
number of papers has been published on the measurement and
modeling for specific environments (see [24] for an overview),
but none of them has gained widespread acceptance for system
testing purposes.

In this paper, we present a general model for UWB chan-
nels that is valid for the high-frequency range (3–10 GHz) in
a number of different environments as well as for the frequency

0018-926X/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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range below 1 GHz in office environments; the model is based
on measurements and simulations of the authors [31]–[36] and
other papers in the open literature. The model has been devel-
oped by the authors during their work for the 802.15.4a group,
and was accepted by that body as the official model for com-
paring different system proposals for standardization. The value
of this paper is thus threefold.

• It represents a model for UWB channels that is accepted by
an official standardization body for the purpose of selecting
among physical layer proposals and is available for a large
number of environments.

• It includes a number of refinements and improvements be-
yond what the authors and others had previously presented
in the literature, specifically:
— frequency dependence of the path gain, and thus implic-

itly the distortions of each separate multipath compo-
nent (MPC);

— modeling of the number of clusters of MPCs in the
Saleh–Valenzuela (S–V) model as a random variable;

— a power delay profile that models a “soft” onset, so that
the first arriving paths can be considerably weaker than
later MPCs; this is critical for accurate assessment of
ranging capabilities of UWB;

— a new model for body-area networks that includes cor-
related lognormal shadowing.

• It critically discusses the advantages and drawbacks of the
model, especially limits of applicability. It also describes
possible future improvements, and in particular suggests a
generalization of the model for body-area networks based
on measurements that were performed after the standard
model was fixed.

It is a widespread misunderstanding that the 15.4a channel
model is suitable only for low-data-rate UWB systems, because
it was developed within the framework of the standardization of
low-data-rate systems. We stress that the 15.4a channel model is
valid for UWB systems irrespective of their data rate and their
modulation format.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the generic channel model structure,
especially discussing the refinements compared to previous
literature. Section III describes the actual parameterization in
different environments, while Section IV concentrates on the
channel model for body-area networks, which has a slightly
different underlying structure. Next, we discuss how the model
should be implemented and used for system testing. Section VI
shows some example results for power delay profiles and other
parameters characterizing the delay dispersion. A summary
concludes this paper.

II. GENERIC CHANNEL MODEL

A. Frequency Range

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) ruling [37]
specifies two admissible frequency ranges for intentional UWB
emissions: 3.1–10.6 GHz and 1 GHz. In both of those ranges,
there are restrictions with respect to the admissible applications.
For the 3.1–10.6 GHz range, indoor communications (with the

exception of toys) as well as outdoor peer-to-peer communica-
tions, medical imaging, and surveillance are allowed. For the

1 GHz range, ground-penetrating radar applications are al-
lowed; furthermore, a number of military applications operate in
that frequency range.1 Given the large range of admissible (and
practically relevant) applications, the baseline draft of the IEEE
802.15.4a standard [39] foresees systems in both the 3.1–10.6
GHz range (or a subset thereof) and in the 1 GHz range. Con-
sequently, channel models are required for both these frequency
ranges.

B. Environments

The following environments have a high importance for
sensor network applications and are those ones for which the
model is parameterized

1) Indoor residential: These environments are critical for
“home networking,” linking different appliances, as well
as safety (fire, smoke) sensors over a relatively small
area. The building structures of residential environments
are characterized by small units, with indoor walls of
reasonable thickness.

2) Indoor office: Some of the rooms are comparable in size
to residential, but other rooms (especially cubicle areas,
laboratories, etc.) are considerably larger. Areas with many
small offices are typically linked by long corridors. Each
of the offices typically contains furniture, bookshelves on
the walls, etc., which adds to the attenuation given by the
(often thin) office partitionings.

3) Outdoor: While a large number of different outdoor sce-
narios exist, the current model covers only a suburban-like
microcell scenario, with a rather small range.

4) Industrial environments: Characterized by larger enclo-
sures (factory halls), filled with a large number of metallic
reflectors. This is anticipated to lead to severe multipath.

5) Agricultural areas/farms: For those areas, few propagation
obstacles (silos, animal pens), with large distances in be-
tween, are present. The delay spread can thus be antici-
pated to be smaller than in other environments.

6) Body-area network (BAN): Communication between de-
vices located on the body, e.g., for medical sensor com-
munications, “wearable” cellphones, etc. Note that this en-
vironment is related to fundamentally different propaga-
tion effects, and thus also uses a different generic channel
model (see Section IV).

This list is not complete, and other environments can be
important for specific applications (for example, propagation
through snow for the detection of, and communication with,
avalanche victims [40]). However, at the time of the drafting
of the model, no measurements were available for those other
environments. One viable way of extending the model in the
future is to parameterize the generic model presented here
for alternative environments, based on future measurement
campaigns.

1A recently proposed ruling in Japan foresees that emissions within 3.4 and
4.8 GHz are admissible when a detect-and-avoid mechanism is used, while
emissions at frequency ranges above 7.25 GHz would be admissible without
such a mechanism [38]. Preliminary investigations of the European frequency
regulators point towards similar rulings.
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C. Path Gain

A key parameter for any wireless system is the path gain, i.e.,
the ratio of the received power (averaged over both the small-
scale and the large-scale fading) to the transmit power.2 The path
gain determines the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that a
system can achieve. For UWB systems, the path gain at different
frequencies can be noticeably different. This is related to the
fact that the free-space attenuation, as well as the effect of basic
propagation processes like diffraction and reflection at dielec-
tric walls, changes with frequency. Specifically, we introduce a
frequency-dependent path gain, which we define as

(1)

where is the transfer function from transmitter (TX) to
receiver (RX), including the antennas (i.e., measured between
the TX antenna connector and the RX antenna connector). The
expectation is taken over the small-scale and large-scale
fading. The frequency range is chosen small enough so
that diffraction coefficients, dielectric constants, etc., can be
considered constant within that bandwidth. This definition is
similar in spirit to Bello’s quasi-stationary assumption [41],
where the fading statistics are defined over a temporal range
over which no significant changes of the average path gain are
to be anticipated.

To simplify computations, we assume that the path gain as
a function of the distance and frequency can be written as a
product of the terms

(2)

We stress that this is an assumption made for modeling con-
venience, and is not based on measurements. The frequency de-
pendence of the channel path gain is modeled as [34], [42], [43]

(3)

where is the frequency dependency decaying factor. The total
path gain shows a monotonic distance dependence (modeled by
a conventional power law) as well as random variations due to
shadowing (which are modeled as lognormally distributed)

(4)

where the reference distance is set to 1 m, is the path gain
at the reference distance. The path gain exponent depends on
whether or not a line-of-sight (LOS) connection exists between
the TX and RX. Note that we do not use a breakpoint model,
but rather a single-slope power decay law. Added (on a decibel
scale) to the pathgain is the shadowing gain , which is (again
in decibels) a Gaussian-distributed random variable with zero
mean and standard deviation .3

2Note that we define a path gain G and not a path loss. Therefore, the path
gain is smaller than unity (on a linear scale), or negative on a decibel scale.

3For the simulations within the 802.15.4a standardization, the shadowing is
not taken into account.

D. Incorporation of Antenna Effects

In the 15.4a model, (1)–(4) refer to the propagation channel
only, excluding antenna effects. It is actually an important aspect
that the model tries to be independent of the frequency charac-
teristics of the used antennas. This is all the more important as
the frequency response of UWB antennas can vary wildly, de-
pending on the antenna type, matching network, etc. [44]. The
model therefore gives the frequency dependence of the channel
alone, and leaves it to the user to combine it with the frequency
characteristics of the antennas.

The frequency-dependent path gain can be related to the fre-
quency characteristics of the antennas and of the environment.

1) In a first step, define the transmit power spectrum that will
be seen “on air.” This spectrum is the product of the output
spectrum of the transmit amplifier, i.e., as seen at the an-
tenna connector (it will in many cases approximate the
FCC mask quite well) with the frequency-dependent an-
tenna efficiency .4

(5)

Note that in this step, we neglect the directional character-
istics of the antenna. If the directional and frequency char-
acteristics of both channel and antennas are separable, then
the above equation can be interpreted as being valid in any
particular direction when multiplied with the antenna gains
in those directions.

2) In a next step, compute the frequency-dependent power
density at a distance as

(6)

where the normalization constant will be determined
below. Note that this reverts to the conventional picture of
energy spreading out equally over the surface of a sphere
when we set , and .

3) Then, the received frequency-dependent power has to be
determined by multiplying the power density at the lo-
cation of the receiver i) with the antenna area

, where is the receive antenna gain,
and ii) with the antenna efficiency . If we are
assuming that the radiation is averaged over all incident
angles, the antenna gain (averaged over the different direc-
tions) is unity, independent of the considered frequency.
The frequency-dependent received power is then given by

(7)

where is the speed of light. The normalization constant
has to be chosen in such a way that the attenuation at

distance m (the reference distance for all of our
scenarios) and at the reference frequency GHz is
equal to a value that will be given later in the tables,

4Note that the frequency dependence of the antenna gain does not play a role
here, as it only determines the distribution of the energy over the spatial an-
gles—but our computations average over the spatial angle.
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under the assumption of an ideally efficient, isotropic an-
tenna. Thus

(8)

so that

(9)

4) Finally, it has been shown that at frequencies removed from
the whole-body resonance region (30–300 MHz), the pres-
ence of a person (user) close to the antenna will lead to an
attenuation. Measurements have shown this process to be
stochastic, with attenuations varying between 1 and more
than 10 dB, depending on the user to antenna coupling vari-
ation [45]. However, the model describes this effect by an
“antenna attenuation factor” of 1/2 that is determin-
istic and has to be included in all computations. We there-
fore find the frequency-dependent path gain to be given by

(10)

We stress again that the above derivation neglects the inter-
dependence between the direction of the radiation and the
directivity of the antennas.

E. Power Delay Profile (PDP)

The impulse response (in complex baseband) of the SV model
is given in general as [46]

(11)

where is the tap weight of the th component in the th
cluster, is the delay of the th cluster, and is the delay of
the th MPC relative to the th cluster arrival time . The phases

are uniformly distributed, i.e., for a bandpass system, the
phase is taken as a uniformly distributed random variable from
the range [0,2 ]. Note that this model implies that the path gain
is independent of frequency; we will show below how this can
be generalized to include the effects described in Sections II-C
and -D.

The standard SV model does not specify the number of oc-
curing clusters. Rather, the number of clusters is (theoretically)
infinite, but their strength decreases exponentially with time;
for practical purposes, an (arbitrary) threshold needs to be in-
troduced, so that clusters with a strength below that threshold
are not further considered in the simulations. This is problem-
atic for standardization purposes, as performance evaluations by
different research groups cannot be compared in a fair way if
those groups use different thresholds. We solved this problem
by modeling the number of clusters as a random variable with
(typically) small mean value. Specifically, following [47], the

number of clusters is modeled as Poisson-distributed with
probability density function (pdf)

(12)

so that the mean completely characterizes the distribution.
By definition, we have . The distributions of the

cluster arrival times are given by a Poisson process so that the
inter-cluster arrival times are exponentially distributed

(13)

where is the cluster arrival rate (assumed to be independent
of ). The classical SV model also uses a Poisson process for
the ray arrival times. Due to the discrepancy in the fitting for the
indoor residential, indoor office, and outdoor environments, we
model ray arrival times with a mixture of two Poisson processes
as follows [33]:

(14)

where is the mixture probability, while and are the ray
arrival rates.

For some environments, most notably the industrial environ-
ment, a “dense” arrival of MPCs was observed, i.e., each re-
solvable delay bin contains significant energy. In that case, the
concept of ray arrival rates loses its meaning, and a realization
of the impulse response based on a tapped delay line model with
regular tap spacings is to be used.

The next step is the determination of the cluster powers and
cluster shapes. The PDP (mean power of the different paths) is
exponential within each cluster

(15)

where is the integrated energy of the th cluster and is the
intracluster decay time constant.

Another important deviation from the classical SV model is
that we find the cluster decay time to depend on the arrival time
of the cluster. In other words, the larger the delay, the larger the
decay time of the cluster. A linear dependence

(16)

where describes the increase of the decay constant with
delay, gives good agreement with measurement values.

The energy of the th cluster, normalized to and averaged
over the cluster shadowing and the small-scale fading, follows
in general an exponential decay

(17)

where is a normally distributed variable with standard
deviation .

For the non-LOS (NLOS) case of some environments (office
and industrial), the above description is not a good model for the
PDP. Rather, we observe only a single cluster, whose power first
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increases (with increasing delay), goes through a maximum,
and then decreases again. Such a shape of the PDP can signif-
icantly influence the ranging and geolocation performance of
UWB systems, as ranging algorithms require the identification
of the first (not the strongest) MPC.

We found in the course of our investigation that the following
functional fit gives a good description:

(18)

Here, the parameter describes the attenuation of the first com-
ponent, the parameter determines how fast the PDP in-
creases to its local maximum, and determines the decay at
later times.

F. Small-Scale Fading

For narrow-band systems, complex Gaussian fading is con-
ventionally used to describe the small-scale fading. More pre-
cisely, the equivalent complex baseband representation consists
of a Rayleigh-distributed amplitude and a uniformly distributed
phase. This can be related theoretically to the fact that a large
number of MPCs falls into each resolvable delay bin, so that the
central limit theorem is valid [21], [48]. In UWB systems, this
is not true anymore, and a number of alternative amplitude dis-
tributions have been proposed in the literature (for an overview,
see [24]). Our model describes the distribution of the small-scale
amplitudes as Nakagami

(19)

where is the Nakagami -factor, is the gamma
function, and is the mean-square value of the amplitude. A
conversion to a Rice distribution is approximately possible if

[49]

(20)

where is the Rice factor.5

The -parameter is modeled as a lognormally distributed
random variable, whose logarithm has a mean and standard
deviation . Both of these can have a delay dependence

(21)

(22)

For the first component of each cluster, the Nakagami factor
is modeled differently. It is assumed to be deterministic and
independent of delay

(23)

5Note that the above representation is different from both [30] and [29], which
used a (real) baseband model.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR CHANNEL MODELS CM 1 AND CM 2 (RESIDENTIAL)

III. MODEL PARAMETERIZATION

A. Parameterization for 3–10 GHz Range

The parameters of the model are extracted by fitting measure-
ment data to the model described in Section II. Guidelines for
the extraction of the parameters from measurement values were
established in the final report [50] but were not used for the eval-
uation of all available measurements. It must be noted that espe-
cially the extraction of cluster parameters is subject to a certain
arbitrariness: a reasonably continuous PDP can often be inter-
preted either as a single cluster or as the sum of many, closely
spaced clusters. A least squares fit can be used, but is sensitive
to small variations and even noise. For this reason, the deter-
mination of the number of clusters was often done by “visual
inspection.”

Another important aspect of the evaluation concerns the fre-
quency range of the model. The measurements and simulations
that form the basis of the model in the different environments
cover different frequency ranges. For use within the IEEE
standardization, they are defined to be used for the whole
3.1–10.6 GHz range.6 However, from a scientific point of view,
they should only be used in the frequency range for which the
underlying measurements are valid; those frequency ranges are
specified in Tables I–IV. A similar statement is true for the
distance between TX and RX over which the model should be
used.

6Actually, the models were even used for evaluations in the 2–3.1 GHz range,
in order to allow a fair comparison between narrow-band systems operating in
the 2.45 GHz ISM band and UWB systems in the 3.1–10.6 GHz range.
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR CHANNEL MODELS CM 3 AND CM 4 (OFFICE)

The model for residential environments (CM1 and CM 2)
was extracted based on measurements that cover a range from
7–20 m, up to 10 GHz. The measurements were done with a
vector network analyzer using 1601 frequency points, and using
wide-band planar dipole antennas. The antennas were also mea-
sured and calibrated in an anechoic chamber and the impact of
their frequency response eliminated from the total measured fre-
quency response. At each measurement location, measurements
were performed on a 5 5 grid, which allowed the separation of
the small-scale and large-scale fading statistics. Measurements
were collected in two apartments in Korea in both LOS and
NLOS situations. A total of 16 measurement points (each with
measurements on a 5 5 grid) was used. More details about
those measurements can be found in [33] and [34]; the resulting
model parameters are given in Table I. We note that the path-loss
exponent for the NLOS situation was taken as an average of the
measurements of [34] and other values found in the open liter-
ature, especially [51].

For indoor office environments, the model was based on mea-
surements that cover a range from 3 to 28 m, 2 to 8 GHz. Specif-
ically, the measurements of [35], which formed the basis for the
LOS model as well as some of the parameters for the NLOS
model, were done in the frequency range 3–6 GHz, with a vector
network analyzer with 1601 frequency points. The used an-
tennas were omnidirectional discone antennas; no separate cal-
ibration of the antennas was done in this case. At each loca-
tion, measurements were taken with a spatial grid of nine points.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR CHANNEL MODELS CM 5, CM 6, AND CM 9 (OUTDOOR

LOS, OUTDOOR NLOS, AND FARM ENVIRONMENTS)

Measurements were made in an office building with cubicles
and rooms, where the cubicles were separated by fabric panels,
and the rooms by gypsum material. Further measurements in a
corridor and a large lobby in a European office building, with
TX-RX separations ranging from 8 to 28 m, were used to pa-
rameterize the NLOS case [52]. Especially, those measurements
showed a PDP according to (18), and its parameters were estab-
lished from those measurements. The frequency range of those
measurements was 2–8 GHz.

For outdoor environments, the measurements cover a range
from 5 to 17 m, 3 to 6 GHz [36]. The measurement setup was
similar to that of the office environment in [35] described above.
The TX was located in the office environment, while the RX was
moved to different outdoor locations.7 No measurements for an
outdoor peer-to-peer scenario were available, so that our “out-
door” model is parameterized only based on the “outdoor-to-in-
door” measurements.

The model for industrial environments was extracted based
on measurements [31], [32] that cover a frequency range from
3 to 10 GHz, using a vector network analyzer with 1251 fre-
quency points. Omnidirectional monoconical antennas were
used, and their frequency dependence as measured in an ane-
choic chamber was eliminated from the measurement results.

7Note that the FCC allows outdoor UWB devices if they are handheld and
battery-powered.
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR CHANNEL MODELS CM 8 AND CM 9 (INDUSTRIAL)

Measurements were performed in a small incinerator hall in
Sweden. The hall has a floor area of 13.6 9.1 m and a height
of 8.2 m, and was packed with metallic equipment, e.g., pumps,
pipes, and cannisters; also, the walls and the ceiling consist of
metal, in this case corrugated iron. Measurements were made
at distances from 2 to 8 m, with LOS, peer-to-peer NLOS and
base-station NLOS scenarios covered. A total of ten measure-
ment points were taken, where at each point measurements
were made on a 7 7 grid. The path-loss model also relies on
values from the literature [53].

For the farm environment, no measurements were available.
Rather, the model is based on the ray-tracing simulations of [54].
Only LOS scenarios were considered, and the frequency depen-
dence of the different reflection and diffraction processes was
not explicitly taken into account (for this reason, in the
extracted parameters).

B. Parameterization for 1 GHz

As outlined in the introduction, another important frequency
range lies below 1 GHz. Unfortunately, there are few measure-
ments available for this frequency range [55], which is evalu-
ated in [29]; see also [56]. For this reason, only a single type

of environment, namely indoor office, could be parameterized.
Measurements were made with a pulse generator as TX and a
sampling oscilloscope as RX. Antenna effects were calibrated
out by recording the signal with a reference antenna that was
placed within 1 m from the transmitter with LOS connection. A
total of 14 points were measured, where at each point measure-
ments were made on a 7 7 grid.

The environment is described as a dense model, with a single
cluster, i.e., , so that , where is the
spacing of the delay taps. The only deviation from the model of
Section II is that the first delay bin carries a higher power, so
that

for

for
(24)

where

(25)

This model also includes a dependence of the decay time con-
stant on the distance

m ns (26)

This equation gives the same delay spread as the model of [29]
at 10 m distance. The distance exponent was chosen as a com-
promise between the results of Cassioli et al. (no distance de-
pendence) and the results of [57] that showed a linear increase
with distance.

The power ratio indi-
cates the amount of extra power (compared to the pure expo-
nential decay law) carried in the first bin. It is also modeled as
a normal variable with a distribution

(27)

where is a normal distribution with mean and stan-
dard deviation .

The small-scale fading is given again by a Nakagami distribu-
tion, whose -factor was chosen identical to the results in [29],
even though the bandwidth for which we consider the system is
slightly larger than in the original model. However, there were
no measurements available on which an estimate for a larger
bandwidth could be based.

C. Discussion and Possible Improvements

Even though the model has been accepted for standardization
purposes, this of course does not imply that it is the last word
in UWB channel modeling. Rather, it is very important to be
aware of the limitations of the current model. In the following,
we point out several issues that might limit its applicability for
specific purposes.

• Number of measurements: The number of measurements
available for each environment is very small; in most cases,
only a single campaign with some 10–20 measurement
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points is available. This means that the chosen measure-
ment campaign has an undue influence on the total result.
A large number of measurements in different buildings
should be used to parameterize each environment more re-
liably. However, we are not aware of any additional mea-
surements at this point in time. Many of the other restric-
tions of the model mentioned below are related to the lack
of a sufficient number of measurement points.

• Frequency range: Some of the measurements do not cover
the full frequency range of 3.1–10.6 GHz. Furthermore, no
measurements are available that cover this frequency range
as well as the 1 GHz range in the same location. This
makes it difficult to compare the relative merits of systems
in those frequency ranges.

• Distance dependence of the model parameters: The model
does not describe the distance dependence of the param-
eters (with the exception of the decay time constant for
the 1 GHz range model). This is due to two factors:
i) an insufficient number of measurement points to parame-
terize such a dependence and ii) an increased effort for per-
forming simulations of the system at different distances—a
problem that is especially relevant for standardization. As
we will see below, the model provides 100 realizations of
the channel impulse responses for the purposes of repro-
ducible simulations; if a distance dependence of the pa-
rameters would exist, then 100 responses would have to be
specified for each distance of interest.

• Calibration of the antennas: In most of the measurements,
the frequency dependence of the antennas was eliminated
by dividing the measured transfer function by the transfer
function of the calibration measurement; for the simula-
tions, we simply multiply the transfer functions of the used
antenna with the transfer function of the channel. However,
this approach neglects that the frequency dependence of
channel and antenna can be different in different directions:
The exact way of modeling the channel and antennas sepa-
rately would be to define a frequency-dependent version of
the double-directional channel description [58], which de-
fines the directions-of-departure and directions-of-arrival,
as well as delays and amplitudes of all MPCs, and to com-
bine it with the frequency-dependent antenna patterns of
the transmit and receive antenna patterns.
The antenna calibration is especially tricky if the antenna
pattern changes with frequency. In the industrial measure-
ments, the “enhancement” of higher frequencies (i.e.,

) is observed when we compare the calibration measure-
ments in the azimuthal plane with measurements in the ac-
tual industrial environments. This effect can partly be as-
cribed to the received power not necessarily being limited
to the azimuth plane in the industrial environment, com-
bined with the fact that the antenna gain at high frequen-
cies in the azimuthal plane is low (so that the calibration
measurements show a strong decay with frequency), while
other elevation angles show a higher antenna gain (so that
MPCs with higher elevation are less attenuated). A fur-
ther consideration of this effect would require measure-
ments that can provide information about the elevation of
the MPCs.

• Frequency dependence of the path gain: Similarly, we
model the frequency-dependent path gain as the product
of the frequency dependence and the distance dependence.
Extensive measurements should be done to investigate
whether this simplification is admissible. Also, the depen-
dence of the shadowing variance on the distance and on
the frequency has not been investigated.

• Directional characteristics: The model does not describe
the double-directional characteristics of the propagation.
This would be important for allowing a channel descrip-
tion that can be used in conjunction with arbitrary antennas
(see above), and even more for the investigation of UWB
systems with multiple antennas.8

• Temporal variations: No description is given of the tem-
poral variations of the channel. Even for fixed placements
of the TX and RX, moving scatterers, or objects tem-
porarily shadowing off certain MPCs, can lead to such
variations. However, to our knowledge experimental re-
sults are insufficient to allow a parameterization.

• Random variations of path loss exponent: Reference [61]
showed that the path-loss exponent and the shadowing vari-
ance of UWB channels can be modeled as a random vari-
able, whose realization changes from building to building.
However, our model does not use this approach, because
for many environments, there was an insufficient number
of measurements to parameterize such a model. As a matter
of fact, most of the measurements that form the basis of our
model cover only one or two buildings. While the results
of [61] could have been applied to residential (and also of-
fice) environments, this would have resulted in different
path gain models for those specific environments. How-
ever, when more measurement points will be available also
for outdoor and industrial environments, the random-expo-
nent model will be superior. The parameters for the sub-1
GHz model are summarized in Table V

IV. BODY-AREA NETWORK

A. Model Description

Section II presented a generic channel model representing
typical indoor and outdoor environments for evaluating
802.15.4a systems. However, simulations and measurements
of the radio channel around the human body indicate that
some modifications are necessary to accurately model a BAN
scenario. Due to the extremely close range and the fact that
the antennas are worn on the body, the BAN channel model
has different path gain, amplitude distribution, clustering,
and interarrival time characteristics compared with the other
application scenarios within the 802.15.4a context.

Analysis of the electromagnetic field near the body using a fi-
nite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulator indicated that in
the 2–6 GHz range, no energy is penetrating through the body.
Rather, pulses transmitted from an antenna diffract around the
body and can reflect off of arms and shoulders. Thus, distances
between the TX and RX in our path gain model are defined as

8Note that for the subgigahertz range, [59] and [60] provide some single-
directional evaluations of the measurements of [29] and [55] that form the basis
of the 802.15.4a model.
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TABLE V
PARAMETERS FOR THE BELOW-1-GHz (OFFICE) MODEL

TABLE VI
PATH-LOSS MODEL FOR BAN

the distance around the perimeter of the body, rather than the
straight-line distance through the body. The amplitude distribu-
tions measured near the body are also different: the lognormal
distribution turned out to be best; the parameters of the distribu-
tion in the different delay bins are given in Table VII. In addition,
the uncorrelated scattering assumption is violated for systems
where both the TX and RX are placed on the same body. Our
simulations and measurements in an anechoic chamber indicate
that there are always two clusters of MPCs due to the initial wave
diffracting around the body, and a reflection off of the ground.

TABLE VII
PARAMETERS FOR THE LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE

STANDARDIZED BAN

The IEEE 802.15.4a model does not include indoor environment
reflections from walls, etc.9 Furthermore, the intercluster arrival
times are also deterministic and depend on the exact position
of the TXs on the body. To simplify this, we have assumed a
fixed average intercluster arrival time depending on the speci-
fied scenario. The very short transmission distances result in in-
terpath arrival times that are shorter than the delay resolution of
the considered systems; thus a “dense” model (uniformly spaced
tapped delay line) was used. The extracted channel parameters
depended on the position of the RX on the body. To incorpo-
rate this effect easily without having to perform a large number
of simulations, only three scenarios are defined, corresponding
to a RX placed on the “front,” “side,” and “back” of the body.
The distance ranges for those environments are 0.04–0.17 m,
0.17–0.38 m, and 0.38–0.64 m, respectively.

Implementing this model on a computer involves generating
correlated lognormal variables representing the different

bins, and then applying an appropriate path gain based on the
distance between the antennas around the body. This can be
accomplished by generating correlated normal variables,
adding the path gain, and then converting from a decibel to
linear scale as follows:

(28)

where is a vector of uncorrelated, unit-mean, unit-vari-
ance, normal variables and is the Cholesky decomposi-
tion of the matrix . To introduce the appropriate variances and
cross-correlation coefficients, this vector is multiplied by the
upper triangular Cholesky factorization of the desired covari-
ance matrix [62]. The means (a vector ) of each different
bin and the large-scale path gain are then introduced.

9These reflections can be important in some cases when the RX is shadowed
by the body. Section IV-B suggests an improved model also incorporating these
reflections.
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The path gain can be calculated according to the following
formula:

(29)

with in units of decibels/meter. The parameters of this path
gain model extracted from the simulator and measurements are
summarized in Table VI. The means and variances of the log-
normal distribution describing the amplitude distributions of
each bin are given in Table VII; the covariance matrices are
not reproduced here for space reasons; they can be found in [50].
The arrival time between the first and second cluster is 8.7 ns for
the “front” scenario, 8.0 ns for the “side” scenario, and 7.4 ns for
the “back” scenario. The inter-ray-arrival time is fixed to 0.25
ns, as the simulation bandwidth for this channel model is only
4 GHz (note that there are two versions of the model: a prelim-
inary version that used a 2 GHz bandwidth and a final version
with 4 GHz bandwidth.

B. Possible Improvements

The FDTD simulations on which we based the standardized
model include only electromagnetic waves propagating around
the body. However, for indoor environments, also MPCs re-
flecting off of surrounding scatterers are relevant, and have been
observed in very recent experiments [63], [64]. Based on this,
we mention here an improved model that describes the complete
channel. The model reuses the correlated lognormal model of
the previous section to generate components diffracting around
the body, and then adds additional components from the sur-
rounding environment using a modified SV model.

Several measurements have been taken in an office environ-
ment to extract parameters of the SV model. The TX is placed
on the front, and the RX is placed on the front, side, or back
of the body. Measurements are taken at several locations in a
room. At each location, measurements are made at 49 points,
arranged in a 7 7 square grid with 5 cm spacing. Large-scale
parameters are obtained from the average over each grid, while
small-scale parameters are obtained from individual measure-
ments in each grid. Table IX summarizes the major parame-
ters of the resulting model extracted from measurements taken
on different sides around the torso. More details can be found
in [65].

Some modifications of the classical SV model are made, in-
dicated by the extra parameters in Table IX. The measurements
show that a Weibull distribution with shape parameter and
scale parameter fits the distribution of the cluster arrival times
better than the originally proposed Poisson process. We ob-
served a “dense” arrival of MPCs such that each resolvable com-
ponent contains significant energy. In this case, the concept of
ray arrivals loses its meaning and the impulse response is real-
ized using a tapped delay model as in the previous section.

To generate cluster magnitudes, the original exponential
decay model is replaced with a dual slope exponential decay
model. represents the cluster decay before an empirically
derived breakpoint of 40 ns, and is the decay rate after the
breakpoint. A lognormally distributed variation around this

Fig. 1. Path loss in the body-area model.

TABLE VIII
MODEL PARAMETERS FOR DETERMINISTIC CLUSTERS IN BAN

trend is observed with standard deviation . We approximate
the decay rate of rays within clusters using a single exponential
decay .

The cluster arrival time and decay parameters in Table IX
indicate that the reflected components arrive in several clusters
spread out over a long period of time. This is in contrast to the
components diffracting near the body, which consist of only two
rapidly decaying clusters due to the initial arriving components
and the ground reflections.

The large-scale fading of the total reflected energy on the
front, back, and side of the body assumes a lognormal distribu-
tion with parameters and . Comparing the large-scale
fading parameters of Table IX with Fig. 1 shows that if the
antennas are placed on the same side of the body, the re-
ceived energy due to components reflected from the indoor en-
vironment is significantly smaller than the initial components
diffracting near the body. However, if antennas are placed on
different sides of the body, the energy of reflected components
can dominate the total received power. Fig. 1 also shows that
an exponential law (a straight line) for the path gain works
best for small distances (including antenna distances 0.1 m
not shown in the graph), while for larger distances, a power law
might be better. Due to the different propagation mechanisms
different pathloss laws are expected depending on whether we
consider diffraction around a body part or propagation along a
body part [64].

In addition to the random clusters of MPCs, two determin-
istic clusters are added to take into account reflections off of
the front and back walls due to the particular geometry of our
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TABLE IX
MODEL PARAMETERS FOR OFFICE CLUSTERS (IMPROVED BAN MODEL)

office environment (see Table VIII). These clusters are only ob-
served when the RX is on the side or back of the body and do not
follow the general trends given in Table IX. The first and second
deterministic clusters arrive at an excess delay of ns
and ns, respectively. Instead of the usual cluster decay
law, these cluster magnitudes have lognormal distribution with
means and standard deviations .

V. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

The above specifications are a complete description of the
model. In order to help a practical implementation, the following
procedure suggests a “cooking recipe” for the implementation
of the high frequency model.

• If the model for the specific environment has the SV shape,
proceed the following way:
— Generate a Poisson-distributed random variable with

mean . This is the number of clusters for the consid-
ered realization.

— Create 1 exponentially distributed variables with
decay constant . The times give the arrival
times of the first components of the th cluster.

— For each cluster, generate the cluster decay time and
the total cluster power, according to (16) and (17),
respectively.

— For each cluster, generate the path arrival times:
• If the path arrival times follow a standard Poisson

distribution, generate a number of exponentially dis-
tributed (with decay constant 1 ) random numbers

, which are the path interarrival times, i.e., the delay
between the th and the ( 1)th path.

• If the path arrival times follow a mixed Poisson
processes, obtain as follows: first generate a real-
ization of a random variable from a distribution that
is uniform between zero and one. If that variable is
smaller than , then generate from an exponential
distribution with decay constant 1 ; otherwise,
generate from an exponential distribution with
decay constant 1 .

• The arrival time of the th path is . The ac-
tual number of considered components depends on
the required dynamic range of the model.

— For each component, compute the mean power ac-
cording to (15).

• For the office NLOS or the industrial NLOS, compute the
mean power according to (18); note that the components
arrive at regularly spaced intervals that are multiples of the
inverse system bandwidth.

• For each first component of the cluster, set the -factor to
; for industrial environments, only set the -factor of

the first component of the first cluster to .
• For all other components, compute the mean and the vari-

ance of the -factor according to (21) and (22).
• For each component, compute the realization of the ampli-

tude as a Nakagami-distributed variable with mean-square
given by the mean power of the components as computed
three steps above, and -factor as computed one step
above.

• Compute the phase for each component as uniformly
distributed.

• Filter the signal to the desired system bandwidth (e.g.,
500 MHz, 1.5 GHz, etc.)

• Apply a filtering with a filter.
• Resample the signal with the desired simulation sampling

frequency.
• Make sure that the above description results in a profile

that has average power of one1, i.e., has unit power when
averaged over all the different random processes.

• For the simulation of the actual system, multiply the (fre-
quency-dependent) transfer function of the channel with
the frequency-dependent path gain, the frequency-depen-
dent antenna characteristics, and the emission spectrum.

In order to simplify simulations, and to guarantee re-
producible and comparable results, 100 impulse responses
have been created for each of the nine environments of the
high-frequency channel models. Those models are given,
in a time-discrete form, in Excel tables that can be found
at www.802wirelessworld.com. This site also contains a
MATLAB program with an implementation of the model; the
program is also contained in [50].

For the low-frequency model, we have the added difficulty
that the shape of the impulse response changes with distance.
In order to generate impulse responses at various distances,
the following procedure should be used: the stored impulse
responses have all the same average power in the different delay
taps (with the exception of the first component, which is chosen
according to the ratio ). For the simulation, we then compute
the decay time constant for a chosen distance according
to m ns and attenuate the samples of the
stored impulse responses with . Subsequently, the
newly created impulse responses are normalized to unit total
energy. For the BAN model, implementation considerations are
discussed in [66].

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The parameterized channel models can be used to generate
ensembles of impulse responses, which in turn are employed to
test the performance of different UWB transceiver structures.
In the following, we present some example realizations, as well
as parameters that allow insight into the effects of the impulse
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Fig. 2. Impulse response realization in CM2 (residential NLOS).

Fig. 3. Impulse response realization in CM8 (industrial NLOS).

response on Rake RXs, which are used for combining different
MPCs in both impulse-radio based systems and direct-sequence
spread-spectrum systems. Those example results are all drawn
from the high-frequency models.

The impulse responses in different environments have some
noticeable differences between them. Fig. 2 depicts a typical in-
stantaneous PDP in a residential NLOS situation (CM2).
We see clearly the separation between the MPCs and the arrival
in clusters. This arises from the use of the SV model (with mod-
ified MPC arrival statistics) as described in Section II. A strong
contrast to this is the impulse responses in the industrial NLOS
environment in Fig. 3. In this example, we first observe that the
first arriving MPC is strongly attenuated, and the maximum in
the instantaneous PDP occurs only after about 50 ns. This is
especially significant for ranging and geolocation applications,
since the ranging requires the detection of the first path, not of
the strongest path. Detection of such a weak component in a
noisy environment can be quite challenging.

Fig. 4. RMS delay spread of the different channel realizations in CM 3.

It is interesting to note that while the energy contained within
each impulse response does not change, the root mean square
delay spread can show significant variations, as shown in Fig. 4
for office LOS (CM3). The reason for this is that MPCs at dif-
ferent delays are especially strong for the different realizations,
thus giving different values of the delay spread.

From the impulse responses, we can also derive some aux-
iliary parameters that have great importance for the design of
Rake RXs. These parameters are the number of MPCs within
10 (or 20) dB within the amplitude of the strongest received
signal and the number of MPCs that contain 50% (or 90%) of
the received energy. Especially the latter gives guidelines for
the number of Rake fingers that have to be used to obtain an
appreciable SNR ratio. Table X summarizes the mean values
of those parameters for a filter bandwidth of 6.5 GHz. Sim-
ilar results for the BAN model are shown in Table XI. Also,
the variations of those numbers of MPCs can be considerable
from channel realization to channel realization. Fig. 5 shows
the cumulative distribution function of the number of signifi-
cant paths for the residential LOS (CM1) and outdoor NLOS
(CM6) environments.

The above figures are only a small sample of the results that
can be obtained with this channel model. Extensive simulations
of some 20 different systems have been performed as part of the
IEEE 802.15.4a standardization activities.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comprehensive model for UWB prop-
agation channels that was accepted as standardized model by
IEEE 802.15.4a. The model is based on a large number of mea-
surement and simulation campaigns and includes the most im-
portant propagation effects in UWB channels, including the fre-
quency selectivity of the path loss, stochastic interarrival times
of the MPCs, and a soft onset of the PDP in some NLOS situ-
ations. The model allows to test a wide variety of UWB trans-
ceivers in a unified and reproducible way.

We have also discussed the limits of applicability and possi-
bilities for future improvement and generalization. However, at
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TABLE X
EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS FOR A SYSTEM BANDWIDTH OF 6.5 GHz

TABLE XI
EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS OF A BODY-AREA SYSTEM WITH A BANDWIDTH OF 4 GHz. METRICS ARE PROVIDED FOR THE DIFFRACTING COMPONENTS ONLY

(WHICH IS THE MODEL UNDERLYING THE STANDARD)/ AND THE CHANNEL CONSISTING OF DIFFRACTING AND GROUND-REFLECTED COMPONENTS

Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution function of the number of paths within 10 dB
of the strongest path in CM1 (residential LOS) and CM6 (outdoor NLOS).

this point in time, the model is the most comprehensive UWB
channel model available and has been used successfully in es-
tablishing a UWB standard for sensor network communications.
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